Nylon Ram Breeding Harness
Features

• Improved materials and designs.
• Snap connections are easier and quicker
to use than metal or nylon buckle.
• Adjustable—fits even the largest rams.
• Crayons easily changed. See on back.

3. Fasten the shoulder straps next. Pull
one shoulder strap up each side of
the ram’s neck, cross it diagonally
over its shoulder and buckle it to the
metal ring on the opposite side of the
girth strap.
		
The two shoulder straps should
cross on top of the ram's shoulders
and be adjusted so that the crayon
holder lies securely and centrally
between the ram's front legs.

Fitting Instructions:

1. Identify the straps.
a) The shoulder straps are the straps
with male buckles only.
b) The girth strap is the strap with
metal rings and buckles.
2. Fasten the girth strap first. With the
crayon holder in position between the
ram's front legs, bring the girth strap
with the male buckle over the back of
the ram and snap it into the female
buckle. Adjust strap to a tight fit.
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4. The harness may need to be
readjusted after the first 1 - 2 days
to compensate for settling in. Look
at your ram every day to see if an
adjustment is needed or if a new
crayon should be installed.
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Marking Crayon Insertion Instructions

1. If using metal cotter pin,
remove from the packaging.
The plastic pins are provided
loose.

2. Take the plastic cap off
(protects crayon during
transport). Pull at side and
push through top as shown.

3. Slide the crayon into
the harness by inserting the
narrow end first.

4. Line up the holes in the
harness with the holes in the
crayon.
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5a. Metal Cotter Pin—Take
the metal cotter pin and
push all the way through the
middle holes of the harness.

5b. Once the cotter pin is
pushed through all the way
bend back the ends flush with
the crayon.
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